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Democracy by 14/15 years old teens
What is democracy for our teens? Let's �nd out!

MARTA 1 DE MARZO DE 2018 15:38

Democracy is the right of the people to decide, to
demonstrate and show their opinions without being judged.
 
Manal Lesdif

 
Democracy is the word to represent a state of policy
 
Marc Garrido

 |  Democracy: Freedom of expression to the population
without corruption. Respect to everybody. Have the right to
vote. 
Aina Gonzàlez  

The democracy is the law of the people to vote and decide
the president and their leaders
 
Lluc Vich

Democracy for me is the power of the people and decisions
they make by voting
 
Míriam Pérez

Democracy is the liberty to vote the government you want.
 
Àleix Llorens 

Democracy is the liberty to vote the government want you.
 
Pol Robert

For me democracy is the right to think what you want and to
accept what the others think.And with this decide what is
the best for everyone.
 
Erica Gutierrez

Democracy is the dream of the people to decide
 
Gil Farrés

In my opinion democracy is the best method to control a
country. Democracy makes all the people equal, because all
can vote for their country. But unfortunately, all the
countries don’t have democracy.
 
Janna March

Democracy for me is that all the people have freedom to
think what they want and the right to vote.
 
Ruth Torregrosa

Democracy, for me is the freedom and the liberty to express
yourself You can vote for the president that you want to
represent your country or vote for that you want.
 
Aida Carrasco 

For me, democracy is when the whole population decides
who commands them after voting.
 
Janna Blaya 

For me the democracy is when the people choose who they
want to rule them
 
Ivan Andrada 

 |  Democracy is the right way to rule a country. Iyan
Heavers

Democracy is the possibility of deciding which government
you want.
 
David Pérez 
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 |  Democracy is a way of government that garantees the
liberty, but moderated.  Noel Badia 
 |  Democracy is the possibility of deciding which
government you want.  David Pérez

 |  The democracy is a popular thing.  Toni Expósito

Democracy is the liberty of expressions. It also is the good
government and the guarantee of basic Human Rights.
 
Sergi Callejas 

For me democracy is that everyone can vote and express
their opinion.
 
Madalina Filip 

 |  A system of government by the whole population or all the
eligible members of a state, typically through elected
representatives.  Carla López 

For me, democracy is the right to vote for everyone, to
express yourself to have the power of deciding and voting
what you want for your country.
 
Ada  Garcia 

 |  Democracy: Form of government where the people are
free to express their opinion and vote their leaders. It’s one
of the most common forms of government in the developed
countries. There isn’t any difference among the citizens and
each person can show their opinion about any topic without
consequences. The power is divided in 3 institutions, and
the rules are approved by people by means of voting  Miguel
Sánchez  

Democracy is by far the most challenging form of
government for the people who live there. This word comes
from the Greek language
 
Irina Pereyra / ,     / Quim Riba  /  Sami Khemaïs

 |  Democracy is the power of the citizens. Through the
votes, the citizens can select their presidents. Then the
politicians carry out the promised ideas.  Oriol Arana /
Aaron de la Matta / Alba Soriano  

Democracy is a system of government that has changed
along history. It has freedom of thought and expression, like

no difference among cultures, religions, genders or sexual
orientation, and guarantees the basic human rights to every
individual person.
 
In democracy, people older than 18 years old can vote any
political party they choose without being criticized.

 |  Democracy is a system of government in which the
citizens of the country choose their politicians represented
through votes.   

 |  Democracy is the freedom of every person to do, choose,
be and think what he or she wants.  In democracy, people
can practise their religion, culture, etc, without any
objection.  Lídia Carrascosa / Amanda Sales / Alexandra
Castelar  

 |  DEMOCRACY is a government, where you vote for legality,
liberty, freedom and express your opinion  People vote to
have freedom in a democracy    

 |  Democracy is respect, democracy is liberty. It gives the
freedom of choice; you can marry everyone, with a boy or a
girl, people can vote for what they want for their country.
Democracy is an opinion, the equality for the people, all
countries have different democracies  Rita Pallarès / Maria
Farré  

 |  Democracy is a system of government, that makes all the
citizens decide and express their opinion. In democracy, the
power is distributed to all the people; with the civil rights
and the liberty of expression  Jana Costa  

Democracy, in theory, is the freedom of people’s expression.
Each state has a different government, with different
politicians, so, people vote their representatives,
theoretically.
 
Natàlia López / Alba Joan / Laura Giménez / Rosó Llambés

Democracy is a system of government to express liberties,
vote whatever you want and respect the vote of all people.

Democracy is a type of government and political system
which includes the right to vote and decide the rules for all
the citizens.
 
Democracy is a system for all the citizens from 18.
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Ariadna Torres / Martí Gubern / Greta Garcia / Tià
Castelltort / Lluc Farrés

Democracy is a type of government where the residents of
the state can decide who they want to govern. All the people
can vote their representatives and the more voted
politicians have the power to the make rules of the state.
 
Nil Vidal / Àlex González / Pau Vilanova / Núria Mensa /
Aina Van Dinteren

 Democracy is the liberty of expression and thoughts
represented and defended by a group of politicians.  It’s also
the respect to other people’s ideas and thoughts.  It is to
express your own opinion respected by the others.   

DEMOCRACY:
Democracy is the liberty of thought and your choices to
decide your future. Democracy is the equality of human
rights and civil rights and it’s made to (in theory) help
citizens.
 
Laura Villavecchia / Carla Gómez / Elisabet Solé / Judith
Jubaró / Berta Mora

 Democracy is the right to the decide the future for the
people  
 

Democracy is a system of government in which residents
vote what future they want.
 
Dani Tapia / Marina Subirana / Ariadna Iglesias

Democracy is a list of rules, and it is your right to vote for
your state
 
Aaron Fernández / Biel  Segura / Bernat Mula

DEMOCRACY In our opinion, democracy is an option of
government for the people. To become a state of right
everyone has to respect the Constitution and the basic civil
rights. In a democracy, you have freedom of thought and
expression, universal suffrage and there’s equality before the
law.  Carlota Díaz-Guerra / Mar Solà / Sara Millàn  

Democracy is a system of government in which people
choose their representatives by voting in elections.
 
Asha Pascual / Montse Domènech / Aida Gallego


